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the parking has been
LOBO
. . ::·.... ;.,.:.. ~.•:.removed, continuing observations
At . it~ ·regular ~ meeting 1 ,Wed- slioulif . ·be.-:macte.• to determine the
. nesday, the ASUNM Senate passed . expediency of wide11ing the median
b.y acclamation a pedestrian-safety. on Central. If it's •uimecessa~y to
resolution urging the city counci~ widen the mt:dian, the .additianal
''to take all necessary actions" to · space created by the removal of
alleviate pedestrian hazards around parking could become an additional·
the campus~ .
. . .
Leonard. Garcia,·· chairperson of
the UNM · Lobby Committee, told
the . ~eflate he was '.'hoping to go
with Lobby to the (city) council this
week, and we'd ·like to bave a
unanimous
reso.l\ltion
(on
pedestrian safety to present to the
council)."
. .
'
GarCia said .the Lobby Committee has not approached the city
· council .on this issue as yqt. Garcia
also said the Lobby Committee
would work with the ;campus
Planning Committee on pedestrian
safety, and added that, ~.'I don't
think this (resolution) will. interfere
with anything. the University has
planned.,.,
·The resolution proposed these
recommendations to , the city.
council:
CitY Councillor Marion Cottrell
-That parking
the south side
fJpposesa
Central Ave.
of Central between University and
pedestrian
overpass.
Girard be removed.

on

Ne\N ·Maxica

'DAILY
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,

travel Jane on eastbound Central.
-Lower the speed limits on the
four major streets surrouoding the
campus, and/or enforce the speed·
li.mi ts more strictly.
-The ·City Council should instruct the Traffic ~ngineer Division
to conduct a pedestrian study of
Girard and . Lomas near the
University,
The resolution also listed specific
locations for requested pedestrian
.warning signs an~ pedestrian signal
heads.
ASUNM
President
T<>m
Williams told the~ senate "The
·,pedestrian overpass (at Lomas and
Yale that the t,Jniveisity has been
negotiating with the city has been
approved by. the city." Williams
·said a suggested pedestrian over~
pass on Centrat "was not approved
because the mayor, his staff and
(City Councillor Marion) Cottrell
felt thadt wouldn't be used,"
Williams said an overpass on
·Central would mean "fencing
Central in to insure use of the.
overpass and ~he removal of south. side parkipg, which would. anger
the business owners along Central.
In other matters, the Senate
heard a treasurer's report showing

.

additives, and for the mutual
benefits of working with others.
:W.R .. Turkey said that the
modern concept of a. co-op can be
traced to the 1800's. During the
Industrial Revolution, weavers in
Rochdale England were displeased
with the working .conditions.
Through their gathering together
and organizing, the first modern
.co-op was formed. Today it is
known as the Rochdale principle.
"Since then," Turkey added,
"farmers have started co-ops and
housing co-ops have sprung up in
different areas of the country."
One of the main reasons people
get involved in co-ops, Turkey said,
is that they like helping each other.
Conservatives see it froin the health
aspect, while liberals see it as a
chance to take control of their own
'.

.
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The drop-add period controversy will highlight the Faculty Senate meeting Tue§day when its members, once again, consider changing the present
policy.
·
·
• The Senate previously vot~d to change the drop-add period from 12
weeks to two weeks. ~he faculty, however, voted98 to 40.last May to ask
the Senate to review H.s action on the drop-add period,
According to the faculty Constitution, aJI actions taken by the Senate are
subject 'to review and referendum by the faculty. The Senate must
reconsider action on the policy at its next regular meeting, Tues. Sept. 12.
There is a possibility of a ''floor fight between the majority of the Senate·
who voted in favor of the 2 week period," proponents of a six week dropadd period and those who support a different policy, said Asst. Prof.
William C. Dowling.
A six week drop-add period was originally proposed by the Undergraduate Affairs Committee, said Peter Prouse, outgoing president of the
Faculty Senate.
The Senate is faced with the choice of reaffirming its previous position
of changing the drop-add period to two weeks or "finding a less radical,
less severe change," Prouse said.
"If the Senate were to reaffirm its action," Prouse said the policy
"would ha\e to go to the entire faculty for approval in a mail referen·d urn. "
At Tpesday's meeting, which will be held in the Kiva at 3:15 p.m., the
Faculty Senate will also be electing new officers. The election of officers
will include president, vice president and three at large members to serve on
the Senate Operations Committee.
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Can. dy Counter Suits
UNM's Sweet Tooth

'
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By MELANIE CARVER
LOBO Staff. Writer
Peanut M&M's seem to be the
"most popular candy qf the
semester" according to the staff of
the N~w Mexico Union candy
counter. Other noted favorites
included Mars bars, Snickers and
.Reeses peanut butter cups.
What decides which candy a
student will buy? Some factors may
be sex, cost, and popularity trends.
Katie Trammell, clerk at the .
snack counter, said, "Three fourths
of our candy customers are girls.''·
She also said that female tas(es
favor chocolates, while mo~t males
buy chewy candies such as Starbursts and Tootsie rolls.

.

.

.

UNM students plent cev /ties in their teeth with c11ndy bars purchased at the New Mexico
Union andy 'counter.
·
,,·
I
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ByD.M. FLYNN
LOBO Asst. New Editor

_Co.:.Ops Diversify

i,
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Drop-Add PolicyDiscussed Again

LDBD

By L9Rl LACEDONIA
of·co-ops. "There are meat co-ops
LOBO Staff Writer
and vegetat;ian co•ops: co-ops in
. The recently published editi9n. of churches, senior citizen ·c~Qt¢1.§,
the Food Co-op Directory · "lists factories, universities, and even in
approximately 2,500. l].S. and people's garages." Tbere are small
Canadian co-ops in operation. "Ma and pa'' size co-ops and co-op
Currently ihere · are more than supermarkets, she added. Ms.
400,000 food co-op members. Holmes said, that "even viceA food co-op was described by president Mondale's family belongs
W. R. Turkey, a coordinator of the to a co-op."
non-profit group that put the
Co-ops are continuing to grow,
directory together "as a group of . and each one of them shows a bit of
people who pool buying poWer to diversity. W.R. Turkey said that
buy food wholesale." He said th-at co-ops are different; just like
What they're actually doing is people are different.
Holmes attributes t~e growth of
cutting out the middle men and
saving money. In trade for the cooperatives to "co-op members
savings, Turkey said, they give their saving 25-30 per cent on their food
labor to buy and divide up the bill in exchange for a few hours.a
food.
..:;...
.
month working~ with ·t~e'co-op."
Hilda Vick Holmes, another She said consumers also join co-ops
coordinator of the non-profit to get food fresh from the
group, described the different types wholesaler, to obtain food free of.

the .Senate bas approximately year for Albuquerque, Socorro,
$11,286 left for appropriations this Ltas Cruces and Taos ..
semester.
"H is absob.1tely essential that
Alex Kaplan, state coordinator marijuana .gets decriminalized on a
level in
order for
for NORML, updated the Senate local
on what NORML is doing, Kaphm · decriminalization to pass the
said NORML plans a ma(ijuana- legislature in 1979," Kapla,n said.
The· NORML coordinator said
decriminalization campaign this
further that, HHe would like to
work with the Lobby Committee,
and that, ''we would appreci~te
assistance from the Senate and the
student body.''
In the course of confirming D,ivid
Nidel as a member of the Speaker's
Committee,. the Senate became
, embroiled in an argument over
female and minority representation
on committees.
Sen. Robert Roibal questioned
the lack of minority speakers on the
committee program. Sen. James .
·
Thomas then questioned the lack of
female
and
minority
represenatation on the Speakers
Committee. Sen. Rudy Martinez
added that, "fn all fairness, some
of these (~ommittee) slots sliould be
made available to minorities.
Speakers' .is a very influential
ASUNM President Tom
' committee, and it needs ..some
Williams, says an overpass
minority representation."
would anger businfJSs owners.
(corn. on pag• 31

'trammeH · said that with the
exception of the M&M's, the best
sellers are the· two-cent candies.
These include bite-size rnints,
caramel chews and hard candies~

"Sometimes our sales are in
trends 71 said Donna D reb ber,
another counter clerk. "We might
not sell a Marathon Bar all day, and
one person will buy one. Then •
everyone in line behind him buys
one/'
"The top sellers sometimes
change from semester to semester,
said Jean George, manager of the
counter. "Last spring,- the imported
candies were really popular."
,~

Zagnut was considered the most
unpopular candy bar. Dtebber,
who has worked at the candy
<lOUnter for almost 3 Weeks, said
she's only sold one so far.
While there are approximately 40
types of candy bars, the most
frequent and favorite is chocolate.
This rule follows even in the sales of
hard candies. The best selling
sucker is the 'footsie pop, and the
top flavor, of course, is ch~olate.
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On Kent State Site

Gym Building OK'd
KENT, Ohio-U.S. Supreme
Court Justice William Brennan
Thursday overturned a ban on
construction of a gymnasium at
Kent State University near the site
where four . students were killed.
KSU President Brage Golding said

it was time for opponents of the
gym to "yield gracefully" to its
,
construction.
Brennan lifted the temporary ban
he had imposed Tuesday after
listening to arguments ·by attorneys
for the university who said the state
could lose from $2 million to $2.4
million if the construction is halted ..
University· officials~ the Ohio
Board of Regents and the Bucky
Ames Corp., the prime contractor
for the gymnasium, accused the

Covered
'lllragon
Maken of Hanel Ma4e

..

Indian JeWelry
OLDTOWN,

ATTENTION!
Athletes

an~

others with athletes toot.

If our exam!nation confirms that you
have a fungus infection of.the skin of your
feet, you can:
1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Get rid of your infection (maybe)
3. ~arn $100 (for certain)
The Division of Dermatology of the University of New Mexi.co School of Medicine needs 20
volunteers with dermatophytosis of the feet
(athletes foot) to help test the comparative effectiveness of three proven safe antifungal
preparations.
. For a free examination to determine if you
qualify, report to the University of New Mexico
Student Health Center between 11:00 a.m. and
12:00 noon, Saturday, September 10. For further
information, call Dr. Smith or Mrs. Macinnis at
277-4757.
'

I

. AnnualEnd
of
SuJUuter Sale .........( ..
......
starts Saturday,·~..:
Sept. 10
·

·~·-

...
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May 4th Coalition, the main opponents of the facility, of improperly using the courts to
frustrate a lawful state proiect.
The Coalition wants the site
where National Guard troops shot ·
and killed the students during an
anti-war demonstration on May 4,
1970, · preserved as a national
~ri~.
.
.
"I never did think this case was a
constitutional issue," Golding told
UP!. Golding also said he hoped no
violence would result from the
decision.
·
"Because if that does happen,
then the cause for' which many of
these well meaning and well intentioned students worked for will
go right down th,~: drain," said
Golding. '"I don't think the public
would stand for it.
"We have two groups who
have opinions, someday one group
has to yield to 'the other group,"
said Golding. "The group that
yields, has to yield gracefully. To
yield toward· violence is not the
American way of settling things.
:•I would be more than unhappy
if that happened,"· he said. ''The
time has com( :when enough is
enough. When it come to a question
of whose force ·wins. I deplore
that."
Golding, who was recently
named to the presidency of the
university, was asked if he felt the
_gymnasium should be constructed
near the site of the shootings.
"Let me tell you what I· said
befQre," he said. "I regret the
decision has been made to build the
gym there. But the decision has
been made and I don't see how we
can get out of it. From a legal point
of view the contract exists and in
my judgement neither I nor the
university trustees can stop it."

Carter Seeks Tongsun Park
WASHINGTON-President Carter has personally requested that
South Korea allow U. S. authorities to question accused influencebuyer Tongsun Park, it was disclosed Thursday, and House Speaker
Thomas O'Neill stepped up his efforts in the same direction.
T~e. White House confirmed that Carter had written Korean
President Park Chung Hee asking his cooperation in the matter. So
far, South Korean officials have refused to take any action concerning
Tongsun l>ark, who returned to his home country recently. ·

Feds Limit Pesticide ·Use
W ASHINTON-The goverm.nent took emergency action Thursday
to protect people who make and use the pesticide DBCP, which has
been found to cause sterility and possibly cancer in humans.
Three' federal agencies acted to limit worker exposure to the soil
fumigant, to prohibit its use on root plan'ts such as carrots and
peanuts and certain other food plants, and to test crops for DBCP
residues.
·

Ronnie f!rges Trea.ty Denial
W. ASHINGTON-urging the Senate to reject the Panama Ca~al
treat1es, Ronald Reagan said Thursday President Carter'.s effort to·
return the Panarria Canal represents a retreat of American power. and
hurts "prospects for peace."
'.'W~at,, pray tell, would be gained by the United States
rehngu1shmg the canal to a dictator who seized power by the point of a
gun?" Reagan said, referring to Panama's Gen. Omar OTorrijos.

Swimmer Splashes Record

the west, along with connections
and extensions, could add another
2,028 miles in the lower states.
New pipelines will be needed in
the midwest, officials said, but the
Federal Power Commission will
have to determine whether an existing pipeline system in the west can
handle the gas.
Alcan officials said the pipeline
will cost about $7.7 billion. But a
Canadian official estimated the
total cost at close to $10 billion, or
$1' billion more than the Alyeska oil
pipeline.
"This joint undertaking will be
the largest single private energy

20%-50% off
on selected tents,
packs, sleeping bags,
and more.
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CSA Council Meeting
Saturday, Sept. 10
10 a.m. Rm. 230 SUB

Open to all Grad. Students

project in history," Carter and
Trudeau said in a joint statement. ·
'The project, they said, will give
American consumers badly needed
natural gas and enable Canada to
develop additional natural gas
reserves.
Alaska's two U.S. Senators, who
favored a competing route crossing
their state and shipping the gas by
sea to California, reacted with
dismay.
"I am afraid the president has
made a substantial mistake," said
Sen. Ted S.tevens, R-Alaska. Sen.
Mike Gravel, D-Aiaska, said he was
not "enthused."

New Mexico
DAlLY LOBO

{:Y D.M. FLY~N

OBO Staff Wnter .
M. ore .t h an 16 .nominat·10ns, f or
":n mtenm assoc1a.t~ provost posll~m to fill !he pos1t10n vacated by
Dr. Paul S1lverman, were received
b~ .a se~rch committee, an adm1mstrat10n sour9e said.
The search committee' began
rev!ewing t~e nominations for the
actmg associate provost Thursday,
but no t~nnm.mcement or a decision
has been made.
Committee chairman Dr. Peggy
Black~ell, associate professor of
educatwn, was appointed by UNM
Provost McAllister Hull to find a
. rep_laceme~t for. Silv~rman who
res1g.ned h1s post, effective Sept. 30.
Silverman will be going to A~bany,
N.Y. to assume new dulles as
provost for research for the State
UniversityofNewYork(SUNY).

"Persons who ani 110minated are
expected to have an. active research
b ac kground . an d expenence
·
· dealm
in~ with funding agencies," Hull
sa1d,
Silverman served as UNM's associate provost for research and
academic services.
The interim provost will serve
until the permanent associate
provost is appointed, H\111 said. "It
is anticipated that this will be for a
minimum of the current academic
year beginning Sept. 15."
Silverman's appointment to the
position at SUNY was announced
last month. He has conducted
research on the development of a·
malaria vaccine. At SUNY he will
be r~sl?onsi~le for the planning 11nd
admm1strat10n of · research ·activities.
·
Members of the search com-

Commerce Secretary
Addresses Bank Heads

a cyclical sense."
Simonson said, "she has also
been asked to discuss whether the
U.S. will be a healthy place in the
future for capitalism and free
enterprise.''
."The annual meeting· is to
recognize the unique responKreps will give an "Update on sibilities of bank directors under the
the Business Environment" in her increasing scope and complexity· of
7:30 p.m. address at the Bishop's commerica! banking," he said.
Lodge.· Dr. Donald Simonson,
••
associate professor of finance at "The purpose of the session is to
(cont. from page 11
the
professional
UNM and administrator of the enhance
qualifications
of
directors
lljld their
SchooL
of
Banking,
said
the
Sen. Steve Shriver . said,
effectiveness
in
promoting
the
"Whether we are satisfied with the commerce chief will "talk about
growth
and
stregnth
of
banks
and
membership of the committee is a economic conditions in the U.S. in
the communities they serve."
good point, but I don't think we
need to make it at David Nidel's
expense.''
• •
Sen. Tad Howington said, "The
(speakers) season has in essence (Cont. from page11
been planned; maybe they (the
committee) could pick up a few lives, Turkey added.
.minority speakers now, but right·
Through the co-op directory, the
now I . think we're just harassing
public
can learn how a co-op
(Nidel)."
works,
and
even find a co-op to
Nidel was confirmed by a vote of
joi)l,
Holmes
said.
8 for, 3 against and 2 abstentations ..
The Senate also heard a good
The Food Co-op Directory is
deal of discussion on Sen. Phil availa?le at Food Co-op Directory,.
Hernandez' proposal to repeal the 106 G1rard SE, Albuquerque, N.M.
MDUHTAIHS
Censure Act, which provides for 87106. The cost is $1.50 for inpenalizing senators with the dividuals and $3.00 for businesses
. prepaid orders and institutions. '
removal of voting privileges.
Hernandez called the act "a bad
Phone! 268·4876
The coordinators agreed that copiec~ of legislation. The Senllte.
ops appeal to consumers trying to
Mon.-Fri.l0-6 Sat. 9-5
should not be permitted to sit in
save money, farmers looking for
We
accept BAC (Visa)
judgement over its members.
markets for their crops, evand Mastercharge Cards
Censure in the U.S. Congress has
nironmentalists concerned about
no penalties. This act has ".
over-packaging, psychologists
· Hernandez added that, "The
interested in personal interaction
student body should make this kind
and depersonalization and all other
of a decision (to penalize a
kinds an~ types of people.
senator)."
The Senate voted against
repealing the act IJ -I, with Her- ·
Information meeting about ,study abroad
nandez the only dissenter.· Herprograms of the Unlverslty of Colorado and
UNM on Wed. at 10;45 a.m. in the lounge on Ornandez had argued that a substitute
for the act be agreed upon, or that· • tega's3rd noor.
Secretary of Commerce Juanita
Kreps will be the keynote speaker
Sept. 15 in Santa Fe !)t the opening
session of a symposium of bank
directors sponsored by the New
Mexico School of Banking
Foundation.

mittee are;. George E. Triandafilidis, professor of civil engineering·
·
·
· · of'
.Lee Zmk,
!ISSOCiate
professor
business and administrative
sciences; Delmar E, Calhoun,
·

director ·of the Civil engineering
Research Facility (CERF)• Frank
'
W •. Ikle, professor of history
and
Jonathan Callender, assistant
profesor of geology.
·

(A group of students from interdenominational
backgrounds who wish to get together on a weekday
evening to study the Bible together,)
· If interested call group leader ·
Ed Urig at 265-9222 today.

9:15a.m. Sundays:
College Sunday School Class
Central United Methodist Church
One block west of UNM-215 PineNE

6:30p.m. Sundays: Power group
Discussions, Sharing, Recreation

Personal Counseling Always Available
At the United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas NE, 247-0497
One block North of Scholes Hall
Po~itive, Joyful, and Christian
Sponio.red by the Disciples of Christ, the United Church
ofChnst, the United Methodist Church, and the United
Presbyterian Church in the USA.

ATI'ENTION SOPHOMORES!

A Navy Or Marine
Corps ConuniSsion
in Just Two Years!

SALE!

Just
2More
Days!
~,!!~1~E~

Vol. 82

Travel, adventure & career apportunilies
Receive $100/month tax free during Junior and
Senior years
• Free Naval Science Textbooks and Uniforms
• Go to Newport, Rhode Island this summer for six
weeks training (expenses plus salary paid by the
Navy)
For details please stop at the Naval Science Building
·
on the University Campus.
,
APPLICATION DEADLINE April 7, 1978

. 720YaleNE

.277-3744 or 277-3745
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'fhe New Mcxlro DtJily Labv Is p1l,>lish;cl'

Monday tJuou.gh Friday c\'cry regular week
of the Unn:erstty}'ear nnd weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Puhl!catiohs. €!.{ tbe UniVersity of New Mc:deo 1
and IS not lznnnclally associated witJ1 UNM.
Second class_ postngc paid .at Albuquerque
New M(!):fco 8713L Subscription ratq i~
$10.00 for the ncademlcycar.
'
The opinions expressed on the cdltorinl
pages of The Daily Lof1o arc tho~e ot ·the
aU!hOr So1cJjl. 1)mJgncd opiniOn is tJHat o(ihe
cd!torlal ~ard of Th~ Daily Lobo • .Nothing
pnntcd m The Daily Loho n!lce.o;sarily
represents the views of the University df New

BUY'N'BUY...
JUAREZ is the perfect "angel"

Mexloo,

for entertaining friends. It just
tiptoes through the cocktails ..•
mixes so quietly you scarcely
know it's there.

Wrangler
&
Levi Jeans • • • •

A heavenly bargain too! And
your local liquor merchant will assure
you that ... you~ take it with you.
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Informal Student Bible Study Group
Now Forming.

Co-Op

.,9

z

United Campus Ministry

Safety.

DOVER, England-Canadian teen-ager Cindy Nicholas Thursday
became the first woman to swim back and forth across the English
Channel non-stop and she lopped a staggering 10 hours off the record
while she did it.
Nicholas, a I 9-year-old science student from Toronto University
made the round trip crossing in 19 hours and 55 minutes.
'
"I got a lot of cuts and bruises all over. You name it and I've got
them all over my bod;," she said. "I got slapped all over the place."

Pipeline Pact Approved
WASHING T 0 N
(UPI)-President Carter and
Canadian Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau announced agreement
Thursday on a multibillion dollar
trans-Canada natural gas pipeline
stretching from the Alaska North
Slope into the lower 48 states.
The two leaders called it ~the
largest single private energy project
in history."
Officials of the Alct~n Pipeline
Co. said the project will transport
gas along 2,754 miles of pipe varying from 48-inches to 36 inches in
diameter through. Alaska and
Canada. Legs to the midwest and

The University will be meeting
with representatives from the Communications Workers of America
(CW A) Local 8671 today to find
out if the Union has accepted its
latest offer of an 8 per cent increase
in salary.
,\ statement released· by the
· union siad it is doubtful that an
agreement will be· reached at
today' s meeting, but that a~ a result
. of the 1Jniversity's 8 per cent offer,
an agreement may be in sight.
Narciso ·Gallegos, . UNM labor
relations manager, said the
University was able to raise its offer
from 7 to 8 per· cent because of an
increase in student enrollment.
"The money became available
when enrollment increased because
of the differential funding formula," he said.
The differential funding formula, enacted by the N.M. State
Legislature, provides that the state
will increase its appropriation to the
University for each student enrolled
above the' projections made at the
legislative sessions.
"The purpose of the meeting is to
find out whether the union will
agree to the University's offer,"
Gallegos said. "While it is possible
an agreement, will be made today,
. the negotiations could go on for a
few more months. That is just the·
way negotiations are."

By United ·.PreS~> International

Interim Slot Lies Vacant

• • • • • • • •

$8.95

THE BEST QUALITY IN
CLOTHING YOU CAN FIND
AT HALF PRICE OR LESS

-:§

Extend
Bus Line-

The Catbird's Seat

A Sense of Pride
by Tim Gallagher
A couple of weeks ago, President Davis made a speech to the Rotary
Club about the economic impact of UNM on the.state. He touched on a
number of points, but his main one was that the University touches the
lives two out of every three New Mexicans.
After reading through the speech, I concluded that some of those
who were "touched" might more properly have said to have been
"brushed," but be that as it may, The' president made some good
points. One thing I considered that the president didn't was that if U NM
vere a city, it would be the ninth largest city in the state.
I'VE BEEN CONSIDERING the president's speech and this column
tor some time with quite another thought in mind.
If we do brush the lives of two-thirds of the state's population; if we
are the ninth largest city in the state, then how come we have such a
poor image, nat only in around the state, but in the city of
Albuquerque?
I found it unusual when I graduated from high school that the kids
who said they were going to UNM, did so with a negative tone in their
voices. They weren't proud they were .coming here. "I can't afford
•
anywhere else," was the reason.
I mean, I knew they didn't have the greatest basketball team in the
world, and no ex-Lobo had been elected president recently, but•it didn't
seem like such a bad school.
·
LIKE STEPHEN DAEDALUS in "Portrait of the Artist As a Young
Man" by James Joyce, I lost a lot of my youthful naivete when I came
to UNM. I realized after my first Psychology 102 class that being one
student out of 900 in the course, and having 35 cents was going to get
me on a city bus, didn't mean I was anyone so special. And I couldn't
figure out why being a college student didn't get me any respect (sort
of like Rodney Dangerfield).
Time and psychology classes passed. My friends dropped out of
school to be carpenters and ] learned that if I was going to get anything
out of my four years here, I was going to have to put something into it.
And so I tried to. But somewhere along the line, I learned about the
state legislature and how it despised UNM because of a 10-year-old
poem (something about "Love Lust", it's really pretty mild stuff.) I saw
a number of UNM graduates working the same security guard job I had.
Time and Newsweek reminded me that having a degree was not a ticket
to a $15,000-a-year job. When I met UNM alumni they asked me how
the old school was, but they didn't seem impressed by any of it.
IN GENERAL,not too many people like UNM. They thought Ferrel
Heady was an egghead, and the students at UNM were ready to burn
the ROTC building. I had a hard time convincing them that students
really weren't into that anymore. In fact, it was hard to get them
motivated about a lot of things.
And then one day, the answers slapped me in the face. It is hard to
get students riled up. They didn't seem to care much anymore. Kent
State and Nixon had silenced a generation. "Bullets and rehetoric''
don't mix, one teacher told me.
UN M students didn't have a great deal of pride in their school. The
reason people didn't like UNM, was because the students seemed to
hide the fact that th~ywent there.
THE FACT IS that most of the people at UNM are basically decent
people. They work at Value House and the Front Page: they don't burn
flags and draft cards. If we could stamp the head of every student
working in the city with "UNM" in bright, red letters, the university's
image would be much better.
But you can't do that.
The change has got to come from within each of us. Let's look at the
situation as it stands now, where we haven't changed much. We have
to battle the state legislature every year for every penny we can get
because of the poor image. Degrees might not be worth as much
because the business community thinks our admissions standards are
similar to Willard's School for the Deaf. But maybe most important,
you can't really be too thrilled that you go here because a lot of
Albuquerque thinks that we're all junkies and winos.
WOULD IT SURPRISE many peopfe to learn that the waitress who
just poured them coffee is working her way through school? Or that the
guy who just cleaned their windshield is a third-year biology student?
You bet it would.
The world isn't going to welcome you with open arms just because
you have a degree, but UNM, the ninth largest city in the state, would
have a lot more power if it has a better image.
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Election Realism
·by Les Marshall

This Weekend
In The

Editor:
Since the parking problem at
UNM necessitates that sorne of us
"go-by-bus", I would like to encourage the LOBO to take 'up the
cause of making "going-by-bus"
more palatable.
Many UN M students ride the
East Central Express bus and I think
more students would ride it if its
service was extended several
blocks west-say to Cornell. This·
bus, on its westward run, originates
at Western Skies and terminates its
run at Girard where it also
originates for its eastward run.
Extending service two or three
additional blocks on the west end
o"f its route would be a minor
alteration for the transit system, but
would be a significant improvement
for the bus-riding 'student,
especially during the wintell.
Any efforts you can make toward
this ·end would be greatly appreciated,
Peggy B. Jones

0

Located In The Student Union
Building Basement
Presenting

Friday, Septe01ber 9
Concert And Recording Guitarist

••••,

DOONESBURY

A eopy of Woody Harris' new album·
"After Dinner Mints" will be given
to the first 10 attending
this guitar coneert

ASUNM Atty. Gen
On Friday, Sept. 2, the ASUNM Court upheld a suit brought before it by.
four sitting ASUNM senators against an opinion issued by the Attorney
General. The court's decision was based on what was termed a responsibility to shelve pragmatism in favor of protecting the electorate's right to
decide who should govern. An admirable declaration but an inapplicable
on.e under these circumstances. Let me explain.
There were 39 discrepancies in the 1977 Spring General Election. As a
result, six candidates (Rudy Miera, Betta Duncan, Elva Benson, David
Epstein, David Cooksey Ill, and Tom Fisher) were ordered into a runoff
election to be held by the. third week of the fall semester, On May 23 before
this runoff election was to have been held, Senator P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia
resigned. Effective Aug. 31 before this runoff election was to have been
held another senator, Jeff Wolf also resigned. On Aug. 29 and 30 runoff
candidates David Epstein and David Cooksey Ill tendered written
declarq_tiQ..ns of their unwillingness to serve as senators. The result of all
this was the creation of four half-term seats vacant on the ASUNM Senate
and four candidates who had already faced the "electorate and by the votes
they received, were declared the next best choices of the voters. As
Attorney General, I issued an opinion that, since the four remaining
candidates were the next best choices of the voters and since the two
subsequent resignations were tendered before the court-mandated runoff
election was held, the fair, logical answer waS" mat these four students
should be sworn in for these half-term seats and then face the voters atthe
next scheduled general election (approximately 60 days). I had precedent
for my opinion. On May 4, 1973, then ASUNM President Ross B. Perkal,
appointed the 11th place winner in the previous election to fill the half-term
seat created by the resignation of a sitting senator prior to the 10 newly
elected senators being sworn in.
The opponents to my decision claim that candidates, Miera, Duncan, Benson and Fisher were rejected by the voters and should not be viewed
as next best choices. Again, do the facts support this argument? There are
11,000 eli9ible votes on this campus. 2, 753 of them voted in the spring
election. Phil Hernandez, Eric Lucero, Robert Roibal, and Mimi Swanson
the 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th-place winners received 921, 919, 918, and 905
votes respectively. Rudy Miera, Betta Duncan, Elva Benson, and Tom
Fisher received 860, 857, 856, and 818 respectively. When there is a span
of 103 votes between Messrs. Hernandez and Fisher, is this rejection by
the voters?
The Court has decided the issue and the Attorney General's office must
follow its instructions. But one must ask, does having two elections in 60
days, at a cost of several hundred dollars, each make sense? Were
decisions made in the interest of the voters and good government, or did
the fact that three of the candidates are members of a minority political
faction now on the senate have something to do with it? 1:m only asking.
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News That Slow?
I am forever reminded of the
words of that not too old song,
"Let's pave paradise and put up a
· parking lot!" I can name at least 15
major colleges and Universities
where one MUST be a senior to
have a car om campu"s.
People, the almightly car is dying
a slow death. Did you ever hear of
walking, riding a bicycle, or taking a
bus?, When an entire article takes
the time to knock a project like the
Duck Pond because it took away a
few parking spaces, I wonder at the
sanity of the world today.
The LOBO is obviously antieverything. Why can't it be antilunacy?
Philip Leath

Dance Time--Party TiJUe

i

Lett ei'

Editor:
In the past two weeks, I have
astounded (sic) at the inordinate
amount of space given to, or
should I say taken up by, the
parking problem here at UNM. I can
only think of four reasons for this
journalistic redundancy:
1. The LOBO owns a paving
company,
2. The LOBO owns several used
car lots,
3. The LOBO is a major
. stockholder in Exxon Oil,
4. News is REALLY slow!
Football -season is starting,
people are facing devastation from
a hurricane, children are being
murdered in Northern Ireland;
-parking is the. biggest problem to
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.AwGy With ·Words
The Beatles: A way With Words is coming to Albuqt;erque. This is a
timely film "experience," now that there is a new surge of interest. in the
Beatles. A year in the making, A way With Words incorporates 26 still projectors, three motion picture projectors, a 360 degree sound system, a
cinerama screen and multiple, special effect devices.
The production is in three acts. The first act, "The Birth of Rock and
Roll," is a journey through the musical influences that affected the Beatles
including Little Richard, Chuck Berry and Elvis Presley. "Beatlemania" is
the second act. This includes film of the Beatles' concerts in Albert Hall,
Shea Stadium and the first Ed Sullivan performance.
The third act, "Reflections," is a look at the Beatles during their post
"Help" period. In this act, the pr?duction attempts to r~present t~e
Beatles' music visually. All acts con tam a backdrop of the socml and political event of the times.
. Not surprising, A way With Words has drawn large crowds in the cities it
has already been shown in. The price is steep ($4,00 advance and $4.50 at
the door), but it would be difficult for a Beatie fan to ignore.
· A way With Words will play at the Kiva Auditorium in the Convention
Center on Fri., Sept. 16 at 8 and 10 p.m.; Sat., Sept. 17 at 6, 8, 10 p.m. and
midnight and Sun., Sept. 18 at 3, 6 and 8 p.m.

GGndett's. Photo Show A Ringer
.

By MARY SLOANE
Hang'ing in the Quivira Gallery

are the photographs of Miguel
Gander! a recent graduate of UNM,

~2PANCH0')
2108 CENTRAL SE e 247·4414

It is his firsi one-man show, and a

powerful one.
Entitled Two Corners of the
Ring, the photographs focus on
wrestlers and boxers, all from the
Albuquerque area. The 19 photographs are arranged sequentially, to
be read as a book. They. are involved with the people and not the
sport of the fighters. There is only
one photograph in the exhibition of
an actual fight in progress.

By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Virtuoso guitarist Woody Harris will bring his fine acoustic music to
the Subway Station in the basement of the SUB tonight at 8:30pm.
Using a steel string guitar, Harris blends traditional American blues,
ragtime and modern classical worksinto a style that is definitively his.
Harris has developed his style on two records; American Guitar Solos on
the Arhoolie label and the new After Dinner Mints on Kicking Mule
Records. On After Dinner Mints, Harris relies entirely on his own compositions. Sounding somewhat like a classical Leo Kottke, Harris is the
first guitarist I've heard who tries to bridge ragtime with classical. Good
ragtime is complex and difficult; blending it with classical is a logical
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Harris manages to combine the two in a way that accents both styles; no small feat. Above all, Harris' music is personal; a sense of the artist ~im- ~
--1
self come through strong, The chance to see l]im is a real treat.

A power and intimacy is contained within these portraits which
allows the viewer a very real, yet
still distant entrance into the world
of the subjects. The images inspire
a great curiosity as to what is· actually going through the minds of
the people in the photographs.
Grandert successfully illustrates
his admiration for the wrestlers and
boxers by .conveying their dedication and dreams through
straightforward portraits of his of
his subjects.
One senses a great deal of contact
between the photographer and the
people he has photographed. All
the protraits are shot head-on with
a wide angle lens, for "intimacy
and directness." Gardert said. The
angles which the photographer has
chosen also bring the viewer into
the image. No sense of paranoia or
uneasiness between artist and
subject is apparent in the photographs. The confrontation is very
real and honest which adds to the
strength of the images.

FM 94 ROCK MIDNITE MOVIE
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'Boxer in the Corner'
b_y miguel Gandert
Gandert brings you into the
world of the boxers and wrestles by
covering the subject from many
aspects. You see the fighters alone,
in their dressing rooms, in the ring

Friday: JULES et JIM
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That old college try.
It can kill you.
SATURDAY MIDNIGHT
MANN THEATRES

Saturday: Marlene Dietrich
THE SCARLET EMPRESS
7:00 and 9:15
THE UNION (sub) THEATRE

KMYR PM
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Presents The Outdoor Concert

Dave Mason
And
Special Guest Star

The
Elvin Bishop Group

I

Featuring Micky Thomas

/.

Also Rare Earth
Friday Sept. 9th 7:30

I

In The Albuquerque Sports Stadium
(Corner of Stadium And University)
Tickets available at all Ticket Master locations:
SUB and Popejoy Box Offices, Record World In
Montgomery Plaza
·
Peoples Choice In Rio Rancho
•
Dillards In Win rock, Both LP Good buys, Both General
Stores And The Candyman ln Santa Fe

STARSHIP ENTEi/PRISES,,Nc.
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Please Bring Positive Proof
Of Age For Bar Service

and behind the scenes ready to go
out and win. The fighters are
glorified in a romanticized manner.
They are tough, but not brutal.
Gandert said he uses his photography as a way to meet people and
learn about them. It is the excitement and challenge·of being there,
with the people whom he photographs that is his main fascination.
"The stories that are behind the
images are as good as the photographs-and you can bring them
home and show your friends. The
boxer and wrestler series," Miguel
said, "are sort of a fulfillment of a
childhood dream-these photographs allow me to live what these
guys are living without getting
punched in the face."
There is a strengh and confidence
exuding from the individuals in the
portraits which catch the viewer up
in their dreams. The photographs
take you to the ringside Where you
would gladly applaud the dedication and spirit of the fighters.

This Weekend
Cadillac Bob may be singing their
swan song this Sunday when they
play in Placitas, N.M. It's being
billed as the Farewell Festival and
the music starts at 5 p.m. at the
Cerebral Hemisphere Theatre. The
only way to find this' secluded spot
is to call 243-1867 or 867-2973 for
directions. Admission is a dollar
and there will be beer.

doors for classes Tuesday September 13. It will be a beginning
weaving class, taught by instructor
Heath Frost, who stresses the
technical aspects of the art before
going into the creative style. Ms.
Frost invites people of all ages to
apply. Handicapped people are also
urged to attend.

All Lindo All Dooble
Ronstodt Brothers
Albums & Albums &
· --·~-,...,,,,.,:Topes
Topes
On Sole! On Sole!

Simple Dreams
Reg. 7.98 ·

Specials

Mon. ·- Fri. 9~
AllDrinks
~
2 For 1
C.

Miguel is very excited by and
proud of his work, with reason. He
is
currently
working
on
photographing topless dancers, a
fulfillment perhaps, he says smiling, of an adult dream.

5-Bpm
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M.OPEDBIKE
DEALER

I'm sick and tired of spending a
fortune on tapes and records
and I'm not going to take it
anymore!
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Next week's LOBO, not foreseeSara R:eynolds Gallery, in ing space limitations, will have
conjunction with the UNM Art stories of interest such as an interDepartment, presents in their Fall view with Paul Riddle of the
1977 Schedule of Photography Marshall Tucker Band, an inShows, The Crackerjecks Port folio formative feature on the Indian
of the School of the Art Institute of , Pueblo Cultural Center, a concert
Chicago. lt shows through Sept. 17. review of Dave Mason And Elvin
Bishop and a local Bandstand interview with a hot new local group
The Weavers' Studio opens their called H. Hopper Band.

Technicaily, the photographs are
well-executed, each could stand on
its own as an individual image, all
are shot indoors on the home turf
.of the subjects. One cannot help
but hold these people in awe for
their devotion to their dream.

It would be nice to see those oil
the walls of the Quivira next time
around.
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A Pine Drinking EsLablishmenL

5001 Lomas NE • 256-1250

Now

$3.99

Living On The Fault Line
Reg. 7.98

Now

$3.99

In Celebration Of "THE Outdoor Concert",
All Do.ve mason & Elvin Bishop
Albums & Tapes Are On S~le Too!
Need An Indian "Peace Pipe"?
We've Got It And Other
Good Things For Your Head.
Music is getting too #%$*$ expensive. Sound off at
the place with the big, fat inventory and the tiny little
prices.
We bring it back cheap ..

University Store
Uptown S~ote
2222 Central S.E. 4517 Central N.E.
255-2225
266-9887
ffion. -Sat. 10-10 ffion. -Sat. 10-8
··Sunday 12-6
Sunday 12-6
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By GEORGE GESNER
The mystic traveller Dave
~ Mason, whose familiar voice has
4 travelled the air waves world-wide
sets his sights on the Albuquerque
Sports Stadium tonight wih special
guests Elvin Bishop Group and
Representative will be accepting fall
Rare Earth opening the show.
pr~mium and answering questions at
Mason's roots go a long way;
from playing in such neophyte
groups as J~suars and Hellions to
Sept. 7 thru Sept. 9
being · a roadie for the Spencer
Davis
Group. He became a prime1:00- 4:00p.m.
moving force in the original Traffic
or call 243-~6]6
anytime
..,...,..,.....,...,.....,....,....,...,...,-.:~
and finally achieved superstar
status as a solo performer.
"Talent draws talent" is a good
saying that fits Dave Mason like a
glove. The mere fact that such

Enrollment Deadline has been
extended to Friday September 9
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FREE!!!

notables as Rita Coolidge, Eric
Clapton, Carl Radle, Delaney &
Bonnie and Jim Gordon appeared
on Mason's first album Alone
Together was a sign in itself that
good things were ahead.
Since then, Mason has graced the
world with such albums as Headkeeper (a· classic), It's Like You

Never Left, Dave Mason, Split
Coconut,. Certified Live and his
latest album Let It Flow.
The Elvin Bishop Group is just
hot off the tracks with a brand new
douole-live album package called
Raisin' Hell, and that's exactly
what they will be planning to do.
Bishop has an unusual rapport
with his audience. His happy-go-

lucky nature spreads like· an infection that the audience doesn't
mind contracting. The EBB has got
their travelling shoes on and will
definitely be ready to rock your
soul.
Mickey Thomas, MCA recording
artist and vocalist, will be featured
with Elvin Bishop. He gained h~avy
recognition as the lead vocalist in
"Fooled Around and Fell In

Love.''
Motown recording artist -Rare
Earth are billed as the first act. The
group is making another stab at the
music business and is best known
for its big hit "Get Ready." Get
ready for what looks like a show
under the stars you won't forget.

The UNM Pathfinder
Answers to "everything" can be found in
YOUR Student Handbook

reg.
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Dave mason
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KINKO'S

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

No Minimum
2~12 c;::ent. SE 268-8515

Kickoff 1977 Season
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By PETER MADRID
fullback Mike · Wllliam:s, and Rainbow Warriors is a question
flanker Preston Dennard are mark. It's a three-way battle for top
LOBO Sports Editor
It's the season opener for the potential Lobos to come up with a signal-caller. Sophomore Blane
UNM Lobus, and an enthusiastic "big play" in the game.
Gaison appears to be the probable
Mazzone, who ranks fifth in the starter for the Lobo's opponents.
coach Bill Mandt said, "We're reai
anxious to get this season going. nl\tion on total offense of 1977
Fullback Wilbert Haslip is
This is going to be an excitng road returnees, will be at the helm for Hawaii's
most
promising
trip for ourplayers."
Mandt in the season opener. "gamebreaker". The bruising 218The 1977 Lobo football team will. Williams led the .WAC in rushing pounder led the Warriors in rushing
kickoff the season on the beautiful last season with I ,240 yards, and is last season.
island of Hawaii before an also fifth in the nation among the
The series between both clubs .is
estimated crowd of 35,000. The returnees. Dennard's 116 receptions tied a1 1-1, Hawaii winning the last
game is also the season opener for in 1976 put this swift flanker at 18th meeting in 1971, 28-21, and the
the Rainbow Warriors of first year in the nation. Dennard, along with · Lobos winning in 1964 20-0. In
head coach Dick Tomey.
sophol!!ore Ricky Martin, will be 1978, the Rainbow Warriors
The Lobos will be running out of Mazzone's primary receivers become a WAC team with the
the pro set offense and have the against the War·riors.
departure of the Arizona schools.
Mandt said, "We're going to
experience to either throw or run
The game will be broadcasted at
have to use a lot of young people II ;30 p.m. (MST) with Mike
the ball.
The Lobo defense has taken on a with little or 'no game experience, Roberts doing the play-by-play on
new look this' year. The defense has but they're good athletes and KOB Radio, 77 AM.
switched from the Oklahoma 50 to they're chomping at the bits to get
the Pro 4-3. The defensive line was into the season."
For the season opeqer, Mandt
the hardest hit by graduation. The
most experienced part of the Lobo will have senior monster man
defense is the secondary. Max Roark Sirlcy· back. Sirley, who
Hudspeth, who was tabbed· a started at monster man in 1976, was
Football News All-American his slowed with an old foot injury.
sophomore year, will lead the Lobo Other than that, the L6bos will be
secondary.
at full strength.
The quarterback spot for the
Quarterback Noel Mazzone,
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Elvin Bishop

mickey Thomas

ADVE'T

10 OCTAVE SYSTEM
HEAR ALL 10 OCTAVES
INCLUDING THE DEEPEST BASS
• 2 SMALLER ADVENT
SPEAKERS
• JVC-JRS/100
STEREO RECEIVER
• JVCTURNTABLE
belt-drive, auto-off
w/SHURE HI-TRACK
CARTRIDGE
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Klugh's Finger Paintings Heoveni.Y

824

songs-especially "Jolanta" and
"Summer Song" are warm.
Throughout the album, Klugh
effectively takes a song, exploits it
(by playing it to the max), and in
turn lets. other musicians on the

··~.

only

album add on their personalized,
but sensitive style, and it works.
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HITACHI
TURNTABLE s150

O••ienteering
· Class
Sept. l.2-l.8

Finger Paintings is a good album
to begin your Klugh collection. A
rating.
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DIRECT DRIVE, auto-return, stroboscopic speed adjust,
unitorque motor, anti-acoustic feed-back design.

L~arn

$700

to use
map and compass
expertly!
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SONY C60t2 TAPE
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Lobo quarterback Noel Mazzone will lead the pack
Saturday night against Hawaii

In The WAC

111 Harvard SE - 8117 Menaul NE

Arizona at Auburn
Kansas State at Brigham Young
Colorado State at Pacific
New Mexico at Hawaii
North Texas State at Texas-EI Paso
Air Force at Wyoming

Fleetwood

Where Can You Get
The Best Buys On:

mnc
050o/o

On
Viq~o

To.pe

OFF

10-3pm Do.il~ Sept. 12-16
In meso. Lounge in the
N.E. corner of the
. SUB o.cross from Prontos

FREE

' Sponsored b_y
student o.ctivities

CLOSE-OUTS
AND SELECT
IRREGULARS

PLUS SPECIAL IUYS MlYDAY

FREE
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GAUZE SHIRTS
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Pick one up at:
ASUNM Office, SUB
Dean of Students Office, Mesa Vista
GSA Office, SUB
Student Activities Center, SUB '
Student Information Center, SUB
UNM Bookstore

LEVI OVERALLS
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Bike Repair?
Car Repair?
Clothing?
Plants?
Stereos?
Textbooks?

NMPIRG (New Mexico Public Interest Research Group}
Wants To Know Investigate The Item
Which Concerns You
Which One Is It?
Circle Your Choice & Return This Coupon
To The SUB Information Booth Or
To La Posada Dining Hall ByTues.;Sept.13

SHURE
~CARTRIDGES
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PRICE

o 3011 Monte Vista NE Near UNM

.Mon.-Fri. 10-6 Sat. 9-5
We accept BAC (Visa)
and Mastercharge Cards

'1-~ .

Financing available

~OS FOR OVEPI ~YEAftS255-169

An All New Special
Every Day Of The Week!
Good·
ITAIJIAN
Anytime!
fATSO

cJ/ · Mon.-Wed.-Fri. ·
.1

Special

.

-Eggplant ParmesanDinner
All You Can Eat $1.95
t ues.~Thurs.-Sun.

SUBS

2206 Central SE
255-3696
Mon.·Thurs. 10-10
Fri.·Sat.- 10-12
Sun. 10:30-6

.,

Special

-Spaghetti$1.50
All You Can Eat
Garlic Bread 25c, Salad SOc with either dinner
. Both specials good Saturdays
f
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Women BeginVolleyballandGolf

(/l

The women's volleyball team has
been hard at· work preparing for its
>. first games tonight at the New
~ Mexico State Invitational,
:::)
The women spikers will be under
0
new head coach Barbara Butler,
u
B who replaced Kathy Marpe, and
2: Butler's assistant Cathy Lies. Lies,
il: who graduated from Southern
2:;
"' Illinois Univ., is attending graduate
-5 school at UNM.
Ten
freshmen
and one
"'00 sophomore transfer are joining
0

.c
0
-1

~

.."'

returners Billie Colborne, Ingrid
Hayden, Mary Beth Roberts and
Bev Vigil.
The women spikers play their
. first best of three pool play at 6
p.m. tonight and if they win, they
will advance into the winner's
bracket.
Butler said she did not know
what team they would, face first.
The. team pairings will. take place
prior to the opening pool play

Loaded.

a

Butler said, "We haven't played Barbara Berry, both seniors.
Three freshmen joining the squao
enough games to really see how
are
Sherri Chandler of Carlsbad, .
good we'll be. Right now we're
Kim
Eaton of Greeley, Colo., and
concentrating on a new offense and
Patti
Curtis of Tacoma, Wash.
new defense. We're going to experiment with them this weekend to
Four of UNM's women golfers·
see how effective they'll be."
. will play as individuals this . ,
The volleyball tourney will weekend at the second Annual
continue until Saturday night.
Maestros Golf Tournament at Los
Women's golf coach Henry Altos Golf Course. Cindy Kelliher,
Sandles welcomed oack five players Curtis, Chandler and Eaton will hit
from last year including Nancy the course on Friday, Saturday, and
Romero, who won her fourth state Sunday.
women's title last summer, and
The women golfers ·will be
competihg this weekend in.
preparation for the Brigham Young
Invitational Golf Tournament to be
held Sept. 29-31 in
- .. Provo, Utah.
'
The Maestros Tournament fs
designed to raise money for golf
scholarships for golfers around the
city and in the state.

Jewish High Holiday Services
Rosh Hashana Services

Sony TC206SD
Sound Ideas Price

$378
Build .a library of music that do.esn't scratch or wear with
this Sony Cassette machine. Cassette is the most
convenient way we know of to play your favorite ml!sic
- and this Sony is loaded with features to make
recording enjoyable and rewarding.
• 3-posJtlon tape EQ and tape bias
• Dolby noise reduction system
• Servo-controlled moior

The teams competing' in the
tourney are Sui Ross Univ., TexasEl Paso, host NMSU, UNM .and
Eastern New ,Mexico. Also competing will be the junior varsity·
sguads·from each of the schools in
the tournament, The J-V's will
compete with the varsities and not
in another bracket.
The Lobo volleyball team will be
without its top blocker and .spiker
Susan Spohr. Spohr reinjured
knee at Wednesday morning's
practice.
·
·

-~-

"
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B'nai Israel- 4401 Indian School N.E.
Sept~ 12th - 6:30 - 7:45 p.m.
8:00- 9:15 p;m.
Sept. 13 -14- 8:30 a.m.

Nobody makes
Malt Liquor
like Schlitz.
Nobody!

Temple Albert -1006 Lead S.E.
Sept. l2 - 8:00 p.ni":'
Sept. 13 - lO a.m. ·

• Peak limiter
• Peak level Indicator
• Automatic total mechanism sllut·off

The Sound Ideas listening rooms are
open Monday and Thursday evenings
until 8:00 p'm, and other days until 6:00
pm, closed Sunday.

U.N.M. Alumni Chapel
Sept. 12 -6:30p.m.
Sept. 13 -14 - 9:00 a.m.
Sponsored By
Jewish Student Union - Hillel

PAPERBAGKBOOK

-
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LIQU(l
.·.. . . VlALT
'1977 Jos. Schlitz Brewing·company, Milwaukee, Wis .

•

Quality Titles from the Active Lists of_ America's Leading Publishers
•

Bookthrift for Booklovers
-The Student Book Store

MALT LIQUOR

2122 Central SE

(Ac~oss from the Journalism Building)
(

243-1777
•
.(
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Classifieds

1-<'

Q)

~
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Q)

&
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NEED FOUR l'EOPLE pall time, $400,00 per
month. For appt. ~all 881·4585, I p.m. • 3 p.m.
()nly, 9/!6
FIND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps, Ortega 233.
277-5907. fs
WORKSTUDY SECRETARY position available. 15
hrs/wk. Contact National Chicano Health Organization, 1815 Roma NE, 277-4731. 9/14
PART TIME CASHIER needed weekends & some
evenings. Apply in person, Frontier Restaurant,
2400 Central SE. 9/12
PART TIME INSTRUCTORS: $3,00/hr. Ar!s &
crafts. dance, exercise. cooking, _guitar, piano 1 etc.
Far fall!erm. Call YWCA, 247-8841 9/15 ·
Serve in the Peace Carps. Ortega 233. 277-5907, fs

Ro.tes; 15c per word per do.y, Jl minimum.
5 or more consecutive do.ys,
9c per word per do.y
(no refunds If co.nceled before 5 Insertions).

r.,.,..

C<>lh In <Mlv<>nce.
__ Dea.dlln•• 12 noon for nut d<>y'a papet

ffia.flonH<>IJ ,.,, 105

~
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1.

PERSONALS

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION J.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town, Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard NE. 9/~0
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171. 12/3
l'OOT REFLEXOLOGY. Christine Jensen.
Donation, 242-7613, 9/16
PARTY! !7 Largest discq & rock sound system in New
Mexic 0 • Wid~ selection of music & D,J. Ore~\ for
fral/sor parties I Call292-0611, 9/14
·
WANTED Disciple of Ch'an (Zen) Buddhism. Study
& practice through assistance work rar a Chines-e
teacher. 3-4 hours, twice a week. Chun Daw, 345·
2083. Will pay a lillie. 9/9
SOCCER. Want to get In shape? Want to run? Come
to a women's soccer clinic Wed. Sept. 7, Alvarado
Park at 6:00 pm. or Sat. Sept, 10 at Battan
'Park. 919
ARTISTS, "Sell Your Art," fllDlproof method,
money back guarantee, $3.00. Meath, Box 391,
_ Edgewood, N. M. 87015 919
··
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Sept. 6th to Leigh Matthewson, 9/J3
DON'T WAIT-Learn the system now. "Surviving
the Undergraduate Jungle," $2.45. IO"lo discount
with student ID. Tasha's Paperback Book
Exchange, 2510San Mateo NE-at Menaul. 9/13
WANT TO BUY fencing equipment, masks and
ectric weapons. Contact Frank Satchell, 243·
4571. 9/13
Arlen Asher Jaz;( Quartet every Friday, 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. at at NED'S! 9/9
Scholarships for graduate study abroad. Fulbrigl)t
awards, min()rily grants, other rellawsiJips. lnrormat ion & applications at Office of International
Programs, 1717 Roma NE. 9/16
NICK: Are you back In school? Ir you are, meet me at
our favorite little restaurant down the alley
9/12
tomorrow ror lunch. MARY

2.

,·

LOST AND FOUND

LOST PUPPY, Black male setter/lab. clubbed front
paw. 242·67.55. 9/13
FOUND small black/grey dog, female, UNM
canlpus. 881-3029, 9/14
LOST 8/3, black Lab p~p near Girard & Lomas.
Reward orrered. 299-0035. 9/14
LOST IN STATISTICS 102, Tues., 9/6: Keys, blue
holderw/Nova inscribed. Reward.255-1977. 9/9
FOUND: wire-frame glasses, University near
Maxwell on 917. Claim at Marron Hall, Rm,

lOS.

9115

FOUND: Engineering textbook & new blank notebook; 9/8 In Mechanical Engineering, Rm.J02.
Claim at Marron Hall, Rm. 105. 9/15
- ~

3.

...

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 345·2125. 10/IS

Welcome Back Students
Valley R~nlab has tile only complete selection or
rental houses and apanrrn:nts In the IJNM and
surTounding atea. Ched' ..d c:o•JIIIre, tile. calli

8:00am to 9:00pm
Seven Days
VALLEY RENTALS
261-1751
3906 C'.enlnl SE

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare ~ow.
Call PENM 842-~200, tfn
'fYPINO; MA, English, an-campus. 296-8564. fs
WILL TUTOR: Spanis)l, English, composition, 2431073, 9/16
TYPING, 1st quality. 883-7787. 10/11
PRIVATE SPANISH LESSONS, Cerliried teacher
with M1A. Alllevels,·266-0357. 9/16
GUITAR LESSONS. Beginning/Intermediate rrom
UNM guitar maiot. 266-7294, 9/9
SHOLEM ALEICHEM FOLK SCHULE. Secular
Jewish studies for children 6 to 13, Information:
Berryman 268-9473 or 277-3361, 9/12
WILL TUTOR English composition. 242-1415 arter
3:00p.m. 9/13
ALTERNATIVE CLASSES. Quality instruction &
inexpensive prices, Local womeu's organization.
Bir,ycling, auto maint~nance, silksereen, publishing, astrology, yoga, selr-defense, rree-lancing,
Black Women's literature, phowgraphy, weaving,
creative writing, puppet making, hiking, new
games, roots of WICCA, life drawing. 2~53012. 9/13
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSI"IOP and Photograpll
is V. block rrom Johnson Gym on Cornell. Special
order service, 9/12

4.

HOUSING

STUDENTS -Tired of paying rent? Buy a mobilehome. Low-down, low monthly payment. Phone
881-8184 9/13
ROOM and BOARD $50.00. Near UNM campus.
For details, call Smith, 256-7593. 9/12
LOOKING for more convenient place to live? Female
student wanted to share -hou~e, y, block from
lJNM. Less than $100.00 monthly, Call 247-3852,
-evenings. 9/9
ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom, 2 bath, den-fireplace, lg.
living room; excellent condition, prime NE
.location. Nola McAfee, 294-8843. 9/9
"
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. Partly furnished, 713
Arno SE. $210.00 plus deposit. 842-9434. 919
GRAD. STUDENT will share 3 BR house. Furnished, rircplace, washer; adobe. $100.00 includes
utilities, Fenced in. 842-9434. 9/9
ROOMMATE WANTED: Single remale to share
house near medical school. Rent $80.00 mo. plus
utilities. 266-0310. 9/9
LARGE furnished room, private bath, kitchen privileges, washer-dryer, One block rrom UNM. $90.00.
265-2403. 9/13
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT-stave, bathroom,
refrigerator; $95.00, Including utilities, 2667368. 9112
Female to share mobile home, handy to UNM. Prefer
grad. student, sr., or older person. 843-7244. 9/14
ROOMMATE WANTED; share apartment
w/pharmacy major. $92.50 includes utilities. John,
313 Girard SE, Apt. H5. 9/14 •
'
ROOM & BOARD-quiet non-smoking student.
$100.00 month. 877-1970 after 5:30p.m. 919

5

10 SPEED BIKE; Must sell, Perfect condition,
Peugeot PR-10, lightweight 25" rrame, $170,00,
256-3429. 9/9
.
•'
1974 DATSUN PICKUP, AC, 17 1()()0 miles, clean.
Asking $2700.00. 247-2923, 242-9738 any:
time. 9/13
.
•
10 SPEED BICYCLES-man's & woman's, excellent
condition, child seats. $80,00 each-268.
5393. 9113
1966 PLYMOUTI"l 2-doar; runs, needs body work,
$200,00. 1512 Princeton SE, 268-5393. 9113
CAR POOL TO SCHOOL.! lTC, 265-9860 126, 9/16
Owner transferred. Have to sell brand new Kirby Red
Classic 111. Less than 2 months old, new guarantee,
268-4393. 9/20
Singer sewing machines left in layaway, Several
Singer~, Whites, etc, Equipped to buttonhole and
zig~g. Balance of $19.77 and take machine. 266·
5871 9120
.
-Pioneer repossessed stereo. Complete stereo system,
fuiJ.sized turntable, big speakers, big AM/FM
stereo tape player. Assume payments of $7.82 per
mo. 266-58.72. 9/2()
• NEW Sony Trinatron, unclaimed in layaway. Color
TV,.brand new guarantee, no down payment. $7.75
per month till balance is paid orr. 268-4394. 9/20
G.E. Portable Color TV, $100.00. B & WTV, $40.00,
268-9153. 9114
COLLECTOR'S ITEM! Christian Aujard dress. Call
242-0370, 7·11 p,m, 9/15
~ATTRESS & BOXSPRING, twin size, $35.00 set.
268-0015, 9/15
HAM RADIO EQUIPMENT, complete station. 2980837, more details. 9115
PORTABLE ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. SCM
Coronomatic Super 12, two months old; used only
once. $150.00. 266-9854. 9/15
'75 VW SCIROCCO, $3750.00. 277-2841, Mike
Welsh. 9115

7.

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS1? TI"IINK now, Oy later.
Reservations ~~ lntercontinent~! Travel Centre.
255-6830 12-6. 9/16

8.

MISCEL~ANEOUS

F.REE to good home w/yar~. Setter~cross black
female, 8 mo., w/shots. Faye, 298-5543; after 7
p,m., 345-7095. 9/14
The last Tolkicn-SILMARILLION_:now at UNM
Bookstore! 9/15

"Pill IIIli"

TRAVEL

ALL
LEV-I'S
Now

.'

,I

·I

I
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6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work In the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 277·
5907. rs
PARTTIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Possible rull-time during breaks. Call: Phil Franezyk, C.L.U., 292-2830. 9/30
PART TIME: men & women sales clerks- stocking.
Must be over 21 years old. Apply in person, no
phone calls. SAVE·WAY liquor stores, 5516
Menaul Blvd., NE& 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6
HELP WANTED: Bartenders, Waitresses, Door
Guard. Apply Ned's, 4200 Central SE. 9/9
COCKTAIL WAITRESS: Top pay, commissions,
tips. Apply Cal, 5001 Lamas NE, after 9:30
pm. 9/16
DOOR, Ooor personnel for nlleclub. Good wages,
working conditions. See Cal, 500f Lomas NE, arter
9:30pm. 9/16

lobo
n1en's

shop
2120 Central S.E. • 243-69

-

FOR SALE

•

HEWLETT PACKARD 9dP21 calculator; trig log,
etc. $50.00. John, 266-7083, 9/9
1974 DATSUN B2JO, Great looks/condition. 2437026. 9/9
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to S60. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10115
RALEIGH GRAND PRIX. 10-speed, quick release
hubs, toe clips, two months old, papers. $150.00.
John, 266·7083. 9/9
1973 7S0cc TRIUMPH, Excellent mechanical condition. New paint. Fast. Must ride to appreciate.
SIOOO.OO rirm. 266-1560. 9/9
NORTON COMANDO, '69 Classic. New tires,
brakes, shocks, clutch, rear chain & sprocket.
$700.00. Richard, 255·2865. 9/12

Crossword Puzzler
crest
ACROSS
55 Decay
1 Opentng
4 Quarrels
DOWN
(colloqJ
9 Slttch
1 Aetlform
12 Venttlate
tlutd
13 Part or
2 Rtvcr island
flower
3Comely
14 Chmese
4Agtle ·
pagoda
5 Foofltke part
15Gutdes
6 Near
17 Earns
7 Domesticates
I 9 Attempt
8 Winter
20 Commemorative
vehicle
25 Inclines
sagacious
dtSk
26 Declare
40 Succor
9 Qwets
21 Bnstle
10 Dtne
28 Sktll
42 Greek letter
23 Dance step
29 Native metal 43 Nerve
11 Extsled
24 EVilS
t 6 Period of
31 Higher
network
27 Ltft With
time
32 Sea eagle
44 Timid
lever
18 Showers
35 Most
45 Stalemate
28 SWISS nver
20 Deface
ancient
46 Soak
29 Be!;Jinning
21 Scalier
36 Fruit seed
4 7 The self
30 Arltfictal
22Wearaway
37 Come on the 48 Encountered
language
23 Shallow
scene
51 Compass
31 Vase
vessel
39 More
point
32 Belter vetch
9 • 10 I 1
8
7
6
2 3
33 Cooled lava
'1
34 Take as
one"s own
12
36 Pr('ltx.
18
before
15
16
17
37 Emmel
38 Bark
:. >: 20
39 Emerge
.
viclorious
..... 24
25 26
21 22
~. ~.:
40 Part of
church
27
::::: 28
41 Charge the
•
account of
..... 32
31·
30
43 Teat
'
44 Cubic
37
35
34
.:.:. 36
Meters
46 Buy back
38
49 Pronoun
50 Doctrine
42
•••• .... '.· 41
52 Mature
~
53 Sl1ll 47 48
44 45
:-:-: 46
54 Rugged
~.
mountath,
7
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Frames are the thing in fashion this year. Frames by the·
world';; great designers: Givenchy, Oscar de la Renta
Christian Dior. And TSO has fashion frames in colors and
styles to fit every fancy.
1

For the finest in prescription eyewear and the latest in
fashion, look to TSO. At TSO we care how you look at
life and how life looks_at you.

,.PS·O

...
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53

·.-..·.

TSO for the look of fashion.

. :.~.;.

Prescription eyewear since 1935 • Convenient credit available
4300 Central Ave. S. E. • 4410 Central Ave. S. W.
Now at 7210~A Menaul Blvd., Sun Square Center

I
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